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As the saying goes, unless you've been living in a cave for
the past five years, you've heard all about the web and how
large enterprises are using it to sell products, work better

with vendors and partners, and conduct all forms of internal business
more efficiently and cost-effectively. However, these organizations
are continuing to learn painful lessons that every mainframe shop
has learned over the last 30 years: that mission-critical systems can
become costly, useless behemoths if they aren't available for the
user constituency. 

Today, downtime is more costly than ever before. Not to mention
that your organization will be the subject of a national news article
if key systems are down and inaccessible to customers. Just talk to
eBay or E*Trade on this painful topic. And, as it has often been
said, "competitors are just a click away." Liken it to your entire
sales force going on strike while they get some piece of software
upgraded inside their heads! In fact, a recent IDG survey has
pegged the cost of downtime for the average organization at more
than $4 million per year. 

This article addresses system availability in an area that has been
given relatively light attention: software applications. While most
people don't think of application software as the culprit in the typ-
ical systems failure scenario such as a disk crash, you may be surprised
to learn that experts pin fully 40 percent of unplanned systems
downtime on software application failures. And, that number
increases significantly if one accounts for failures caused by
changed code.

WHAT IS APPLICATION AVAILABILITY?

To define application availability, we must explore things from
the end-user perspective and not from the data center "raised floor"
vantage point. Lots of shops have boasted that "the system is available
because the lights are flashing" and yet end users were locked out
of what they were trying to do. There is, however, a different, more
robust definition for application availability.

For our purposes, let's define availability as the ability of the system
to provide all the functionality described in the Service Level
Agreement (SLA). Let's define "SLA" as either the functionality
described in the user manual for vendor code (which might be
slightly less than that described by the salesperson), or as the
functionality described in the SLA document.

If your organization doesn't have an SLA in place now, it's a
good idea to understand SLA concepts and prepare for future SLA

implementation. The idea of an SLA isn't new in outsourcing rela-
tionships; organizations want to ensure that the outsourcer is living
up to the terms of their agreement with the client. The majority of
outsourcing relationships have some kind of SLA describing their
relationship and penalties for violation or non-performance.
However, we're talking here about the explicit or implicit contract
between the user and the keepers of the system that includes
uptime, performance and scalability. The SLA contract means the
user expects certain functions to be performed as advertised and
within a reasonable response time and the system be scalable to
accommodate multiple users at peak times. With web technology,
the "user" may in fact be a "consumer" and thus it is impossible to
sign a contract with each of them because their expectations must
be defined by proxy, such as a product manager. 

Software-based SLAs should include mean time to failure
(MTTF) requirements, scalability requirements and response time
worst case scenarios. It may surprise you to know that less than 5
percent of current enterprise systems have an SLA in place describing
these parameters in detail. According to the Gartner Group, that
number is expected to rise to more than 50 percent by 2004. Even
in many current SLAs, the detailed application availability
descriptions outlined here are often overlooked.

In order to measure true availability for your current applica-
tions, it is necessary to first define the concept of availability for
your enterprise. Combining that information with the cost of
downtime associated with unplanned failures provides the esti-
mated budget an organization is willing to commit to correct
availability problems.

"THINKING AVAILABILITY"

So, how do we go about making our software systems more
available? First, it is necessary to understand the kind of cultural
shift we're talking about for the typical development organization.
A minority of organizations build some degree of software avail-
ability into their application architecture as a matter of course or
necessity, but the majority do not because availability is typically
neglected as a system design parameter. Availability is often
overshadowed by application features, time to market or cost
needs. When costly failures occur for the application, the inadequacy
becomes apparent, especially in terms of stability. Practitioners try
to design the availability requirements reactively and that reaction
provides only limited success.

A pplication availability is one area that is often overlooked when it comes to  overall system
availability and downtime costs. This article examines some "hot spots" that will provide

increased availability. 
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IMPROVING APPLICATIONS
AVAILABILITY: HOT SPOTS

Let's identify areas that will provide
increased availability — the 20/80 rule.
There are organizational changes, design
issues, testing issues, and recovery consid-
erations. These improvement areas are
described below and are arranged in order
of importance:

1. Getting Consensus: Production control
personnel have always cared about
availability. Typically, production
control is the last line of defense for
changes going into the production
environment. Production control is
often compensated on systems uptime.
Programmers, however, are a breed
apart from production control, and for
good reason. Programmers think in
terms of creative problem solving,
logic flow and feature elegance. Like
the left-brain/right-brain differences in
all humans, so is the availability vs.
feature-oriented design thinking. A
technical and political middle ground
must be reached within the organization.
Sometimes the middle ground is
reached by the development staff, if
they are have the experience to
understand the production availability
mindset. Sometimes the middle
ground is reached by production control,
because they usually carry a big stick
and have carefully conveyed their
availability needs to development.
Unfortunately, sometimes the middle
ground is defined by the market, because
a high-profile outage just made the news,
and that's the biggest stick of all. 

The two mindsets can be reconciled
in a number of ways, including
dispatching a product manager
between production control and
development, to clearly convey the
needs of each group and translate dialog
between the groups. This person must
be charismatic, since he or she will be
charged with influencing behavior
without direct control over either party. 

Other groups that may contribute to
the discussion are QA, audit, change
management and IT management. IT
management is the most important
because conflicts will ultimately occur
to common management and they
must have an availability mindset. In

all cases, objective measures for
application availability must be
defined, agreed to and reported on. 

2. Testing New and Changed Code:
This may sound like a basic
requirement, but ask most shops if
they currently have regression test
suites that exercise more than 80
percent of the functions in their
system and they'll tell you "no way."
This lack of testing is inexcusable,
yet it occurs for more than 90 percent
of major applications. The simple
fact is that most of the time the
production environment is a beta
site, at least for a certain amount
of the code. Lack of testing
explains why new releases of code
are so unstable.

The same problem exists for
changed code. Consider this: Most
major downtime events are traced
back to a change incident. Was the
changed code fully tested?

The main adversary in unexpected
application-related downtime is
inadequately managed code that has
been changed. To fix this problem,
follow these steps:
1. Ensure that you have stable code,

as well as adequate change and
configuration management
procedures in place.

2. Ensure that all changes can be
backed out quickly if problems occur.

3. Conduct a full systems test. 
4. Validate scalability by establishing

criteria for multi-user stress testing.
5. Validate testing activities.

Ensure that all changes were
tested and that all new systems
have been properly exercised in
their native environments.

6. Before promotion into production,
establish minimum testing
completeness criteria that must be
met. For example, were all changes
fully tested? How can this
certification be documented? 

3. Designing in Availability: This activity
comes in several flavors. First, you
must ensure that the application can
"self-diagnose," or send warning signals
when problems occur. Common
approaches for self diagnosis are to
build relevant information into a
log file, or to employ standard
architectures for interacting with 

systems management products. Often,
soft switches are used in order to have
the application track flag variable
values or other relevant data.

Second, you should externalize
regular program updates whenever
possible so that planned downtime
can be reduced. Externalization can
be accomplished with tax tables,
customer specific data or other
hard-coded logic.

Finally, you should code with the
notion that stress will be applied to the
application and plan accordingly.
Stress tolerance can be accomplished
by using full field edits, bounds
checks, irregular data intolerance, and
multi-threading where applicable.

Note that all of the aforementioned
activities are above and beyond
normal development activities.
Typically, the mindset to apply these
functions must come from sources
outside of development.

4. Recovering Quickly from Failures:
This area addresses the "post-mortem"
aspect of availability — you've
already failed and you need to recover,
quickly. In this case it's important to
be able to quickly identify how a
problem occurred and determine
whether it is a change-related error,
software bug, configuration issue, data
problem, or other issue. 

Since a change is often what caused
this type of application failure, the first
and best way to recover in this situation
is to backout any recently made
changes. Make sure you have backout
procedures in place and practice them. 

Building source flags into the code
is a good way to have the application
tell you what's wrong — similar to a
flight data recorder "black box." There
are also tools that can aid in this type
of diagnosis.

Also consider that many errors are
data-related, so prepare explanations
to users as to how data-related errors
can be handled. In all cases of failure,
keep a database of problems so they
can be addressed during the next
software development life cycle.

CONCLUSION

The best practices to minimize unplanned
software-related downtime aren't new. Until
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now, many practices have evolved in the
software development process, either
because of time constraints or through
cultural issues. Begin by knowing your cost
of unplanned downtime — there's nothing
like knowing hard numbers, costs and risks
to enact change.  
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Intangible Cost of Downtime

● Real cost of unplanned downtime is
more than just lost revenue

● Downtime disrupts or cripples your
business and threatens:

● Customer loyalty
● Company valuation
● Viability of the business itself

Source: InCert Software Corporation

Tangible Cost of Downtime

● 18 failures a year
● 3 hours of downtime per failure
● $74K per hour
● $220K per failure
● $4M per year

Source: IDG


